This document applies to the first printing of Tales of the RED. The changes have already been applied to the digital version which is marked as v1.2.
TALES OF THE RED ERRATA

Minor typos have been fixed throughout the book.

Page 15: The Philharmonic Vampyre Mook’s Local Expert (University District) base is 8. The Slug Ammo has been removed.

Page 16: The Monk’s Stat Block has been changed to note he has a Death Save of 6 and Expansive Heavy Pistol Ammo x 14, not Expansive Very Heavy Pistol Ammo x 14. Language (English) 8 has been added.

Page 16: The Bozo Mook’s Language (Streetslang) base is 6.

Page 17: Language (Native) 8, Language (Streetslang) 8, and Local Expert (South Night City) 6 have been added to the Inquisitor Mook stat block.

Page 24: The sidebar Leads on Aisha has been changed to note she quit 4overTechnologies a decade ago.

Page 29: OpDev (Dead Ends) has been changed to note the obituary for Aisha comes from about a decade ago.

Page 30: The sentence “In the master bedroom, the Crew finds some signs of Ai: clothing in the closet, some jewelry, and few small personal belongings.” has been changed to “In the master bedroom, the Crew finds some signs of Ai: clothing in the dresser, some jewelry, and few small personal belongings.”

Page 43: Fixed The Parisian Hostess Movie Lot so the numbers in the legend are visible.

Page 68: Fife’s Death Save has been changed to 6.

Page 74: The sentence “See page 50 for stat blocks” has changed to “See page 88 for stat blocks”.

Page 87: The sentence “How they’ll make it back to LA could be another story.” has been removed.

Page 89: Added Local Expert (Heywood Industrial Zone) 9 to 512.

Page 90: Sugarplum’s Bodyweight Suit gives SP 11 to both Body and Head.

Page 96: The word “fifty” from the sentence “Thirteen of the fifty stories are currently occupied by tenants.”

Page 105: In the More Enemies sidebar, ReaperB has been changed to ReaperA.

Page 107: The Reaper Transmitter Control has a ReaperA installed, not a ReaperB.

Page 109: The following sentence has been added beneath the Biodrone (Ranged/Melee) Stat Block: “All lifesigns cease when the various Biodrones reach 0 HP. They do not get Death Saves.”

Page 109 and 110: The Biodrone (Ranged/Melee) and Biodrone+ both have a MOVE 5. The Biodrone DJ has a MOVE 6.

Page 125: Nat has been given Handgun 16.

Page 147: Dave’s Stat Block has been updated to give him Melee Weapon 8.

Page 148: Lilah Deckard’s Stat Block has been updated to give her a Stealth 9.

Page 151: The sentence “You check the pay one more time. 5,000eb. Gah!” has been changed to “You check the pay one more time. 3,000eb. Gah!”.

Page 162: The map of Seral Grove has been repositioned to show “1” at the far left.

Page 168: In Shanna “To” Doodle’s Stat Block, the Harp has been replaced with the Drum Synthesizer.

Page 172: The Boosterganger’s STATs and Death Save have been updated to match those in the core rulebook on page 412.
Page 174: Automated Turret stats have been updated to match those in the core rulebook on page 214.

Page 176: Updated the Night City Map. The second “39” (in Little China) has been changed to “40”.

Page 188: Lord Ruthven’s biography has been changed to note his obsession is with Barbara Dahl and not Michelle Dreyer.

Page 190: Nana Meow’s biography has been changed to note she appears in A Bucket Full of Popcorn-Flavored Kibble and not Haven’t Got a Stitch to Wear.

Page 192: Samuelson’s biography has been changed to note he appears in Haven’t Got a Stitch to Wear and not A Bucket Full of Popcorn-Flavored Kibble.

Page 192: Sandy Sheldon’s biography has been changed to note she appears in Haven’t Got a Stitch to Wear and not A Bucket Full of Popcorn-Flavored Kibble.